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TESTS OF STRENGTH PROPERTIES OF
CHILLED CAR WHEELS
I. INTRODUCTION
1. Object of Tests.-About 15 years ago an investigation of the
properties of chilled iron car wheels was made by members of the
staff of the Railway Engineering Department of the University of
Illinois, in co6peration with the Association of Manufacturers of
Chilled Car Wheels. The tests were conducted on wheels of the Wash-
burn and Arched Plate types then in use, to determine flange strengths
and to study stresses produced in wheels during mounting and under
service loads. The results of these tests have been published.*
The manufacture of double-plate wheels of the types previously
tested practically ceased in 1928; this design has now been super-
seded by the standard A.R.A. single-plate pattern, and the present
investigation is confined to wheels of the latter design. The tests
conducted were similar to those of the earlier investigation, but with
some variations therefrom.
A parallel investigation of thermal stresses in chilled car wheels
caused by the application of brakes has been conducted by members
of the Department of Railway Engineering, in co6peration with the
Association. The results of this work will be published in Bulletin 298
of the Engineering Experiment Station at an early date.
The chilled car wheel consists essentially of a cast iron wheel in
which the tread is hardened by chilling, or rapid cooling, when the
wheel is cast, while the remainder of the wheel is of a relatively soft,
easily-machined iron. The chilled metal extends to a depth of from
2 in. to 1 in. in the tread, and this naturally improves wearing quality,
bearing value, and other desirable properties. To remove cooling
strains and to improve grain structure, the wheel is annealed after
casting, and in recent years considerable work has been done in the
development of a carefully controlled heat treatment of the wheel. The
chilled iron wheel is used almost universally in freight car service,
and to some extent under passenger coaches and locomotive tenders.
For a description of the details and manufacture of chilled iron
wheels, see Appendix A, Bulletin 129.t
2. Acknowledgment.-This investigation has been conducted by
members of the Engineering Experiment Station staff in the Depart-
ment of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, in co6peration with the
*"An Investigation of the Properties of Chilled Iron Car Wheels," Part I, Bulletin 129, Univ.
of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta., May 1922; Part II, Bulletin 134, November 1922; Part III, Bulletin 135,
April 1923.
tLoc. cit.
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Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. The work has
been under the administrative direction of DEAN M. L. ENGER, Direc-
tor of the Engineering Experiment Station and PROF. F. B. SEELY,
Head of the Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
The Association has been represented in the planning and general
arrangements of the tests by an Advisory Committee, consisting of the
following persons from its staff:
MR. F. K. VIAL, Vice President in Charge of Research, and Vice-
President Griffin Wheel Co., Chicago, Illinois.
MR. S. C. MASSARI, Metallurgist.
MR. C. M. STONER, Engineer.
This committee has furnished extremely valuable advice and
assistance throughout the investigation.
3. Outline of Tests.-The wheels tested represented the four stan-
dard sizes of A.R.A. single-plate wheels, with some deviations in design
and dimensions. Most of the wheels were subjected to a number of
types of test and it seems desirable to classify the whole investigation
on the basis of the several types of test.
Series 1. The first studies included the determination of the strains
developed at various points in the wheel as it was being mounted, or
pressed on to a steel axle. In the tests a "mounting allowance,"
commonly called "mounting tolerance," (excess of axle diameter at
wheel seat over the bore diameter of wheel) of about 0.010 inch was
used. At intervals as the mounting progressed, observations were
made of the mounting pressure and of radial and circumferential
strains in the wheel hub-and plate. A study of the effect of specially
ground wheel seats, and of the repeated mounting and removal of
wheels was made on part of the wheels. The results of these tests are
discussed in Chapter IV.
Series 2. After two wheels had been mounted on an axle, vertical
loads were applied to the journals with the wheels supported on 130-lb.
standard rails, much as static loads would be applied in service. The
increase in wheel strains over those produced in the mounting tests
was noted. The loads were applied in increments, producing one, two,
three, and four times the normal permissable wheel load. Strains and
deflections in the axle were also measured. These tests are discussed
in Chapter V.
Series 3. The tests of Series 2 were repeated, with a vertical load
equal to the normal permissible wheel load, and with the addition of
inward horizontal flange thrusts on each wheel at the point of rail
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contact. The thrusts employed were 25, 50, 75 and 100 per cent of a
normal axle load (an axle load equals two wheel loads). The increase
in strains and axle deflections was noted. The description and results
of the tests are given in Chapter VI.
Series 4. The last group of tests involved the resistance of the
wheel rim to loads applied near the edge of the rim. These tests were
undertaken in the expectation that their results might throw some light
on the causes of the rather numerous rim failures which occur in
service on badly-worn wheels. The tests were made on standard
wheels, on wheels with profiles simulating a badly-worn tread, on
wheels with thickened rims and with special plate designs, and on
wheels which had received special heat treatment. These tests were
carried to failure of the rims. They are described in Chapter VII.
II. INFORMATION REGARDING CAR WHEELS TESTED
4. Design and Dimensions of Wheels and Axles.-All of the wheels
tested were selected and furnished for the purpose by the Association
of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. Of the 22 wheels tested, 17
were standard A.R.A. single-plate wheels and 5 were of the 10-bracket,
single-plate type. General information regarding all of the wheels is
given in Table 1; the wheel weights listed in the table are the nominal
weights. The mounting allowance, or amount by which the diameter of
the wheel seat on the axle exceeds the bore of the wheel, varied from
0.008 to 0.011 in. The tape size, which is the manufacturers method
of designating variations in circumference of wheel tread, varied from
2 to 5. The designation "Tape 3" represents a normal circumference
of 103.67 - 1/16 in., corresponding to a standard 33-in. wheel diameter;
a larger tape size indicates a larger diameter, and vice versa. One tape
size represents a range of /s in. in circumference, and in the case of
wheels P to V, this is divided into tenths of a tape size.
The wheels were received in two lots, A to 0, and P to V, and
according to the information furnished by the Association, the method
of manufacture varied somewhat in the two lots. The variations are
found in the heat treatment of the wheels after they were cast. In the
first lot, the practice was followed of annealing the wheels upon their
removal from the moulds by placing them in sand-filled "primary"
pits. These pits are heated before the wheels are introduced and are
well insulated, so that a stack of wheels in one of these pits cools very
slowly. To conserve the heat in the primary pits, the wheels are
transferred, generally after one day, to "secondary" pits in which the
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rate of cooling is more rapid. For the second lot of wheels, Nos. P,
Q, S, U and V, a new type of oil-fired primary pit was used, in which
heat could be supplied continuously so that the wheels could be held
at any desired temperature. The practice with these wheels was to hold
them at approximately 1350 deg. F. for one day, whereupon they were
transferred to the secondary cooling pits in the same manner as was
followed for the first lot of wheels. Table 1 indicates for all wheels
the length of time in the primary pit, the position of the wheel in the
pit, and the temperature of the wheel when it was transferred to the
secondary pit.
Three wheels were given special heat treatment. Wheel K was
given the regular treatment as a top pit wheel in the sand-filled pri-
mary pit, and then placed in an electric oven at 1700 deg. F. After
three hours at this temperature, it was removed from the oven and
permitted to cool in the air. While this wheel later showed very high
strength in the rim tests, it is likely that air-cooling from this high
temperature reintroduced undesirable stresses in the wheel.
Wheels R and T were taken directly from the mould and placed in
the electric oven, which had previously been heated to 1600 deg. F.
They were held in the oven at this temperature for 71/2 hours, where-
upon the current was cut off and the wheels were allowed to cool in the
oven. The cooling rate was probably about 40 deg. F. per hour,
although the manufacturers indicate that it would be preferable to
maintain a slower rate of cooling until the temperature has fallen
below the critical point at about 1300 deg. F.
The heat analyses given in Table 1 represent chemical analyses of
bars poured on the days the wheels were cast, but are not from actual
wheel samples. These analyses, furnished by the manufacturer, are
probably closely representative of the metal in the wheels, with the
exception of the amount of combined carbon, which is reduced in the
annealing process to which the wheels are subjected. For the wheels
cooled in sand-filled pits the combined carbon should be reduced by
approximately 0.06 to 0.12; for those cooled in oil-fired pits, by per-
haps 0.20; and for the wheels treated in the electric oven, by 0.20 to
0.30. It is believed that this tabulation furnishes a fairly accurate
description of the metal of the wheels; while metallographic studies
of the structure of the iron would also have been desirable, there is a
great amount of general information of this sort available and the
expense of making analyses of each wheel did not seem warranted in
this investigation.
Figure l(a) shows a radial section through a standard A.R.A.
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Dimensions in /nches
Weight of
Whe A B C D F
700 6 /01 /1 31 /9 S zJ I. 7
750 6 -  // / 3 / 7
850 7e A F /1 4k /i. 4ja If 7}
(a)-Rd/al/ Sec/'on, ana'd D/me7ns/ons of A.R.A. Standard Cast Iron, Whee/s
() -
K an'd L wi/h A.R.A. Standard Tread
FIG. 1. SECTIONS OF STANDARD A.R.A. CAST IRON WHEELS
750-lb. wheel. The dimensions for wheels of this and other weights
are shown in the figure. Table 1 indicates that wheels I and N had
thickened rims; in other words the dimension G shown in Fig. l(a)
had been increased to 17/ in. for both wheels I and N. Wheel J had
a special design, with the plate moved forward (toward the rim or
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C/assi- Size of Dimensions in /nches Weight of
fication Jaurna, Corre-
of Axle /XS C D G K M N P Q R Whel/-ib.
8 4'X8" 884 /z 54 s5 44 63 75 844 650
C 53'9" 2z B9 /i 6i 61, 5j 63 76 86z 700
D 2SsY< 0' 8, 3 7 6. 5Sy 63 77 88! 7so
E 6'x//" 2W 8f 3 7j 7, 6, 6,Z 78 90} 850
FIG. 2. SKFTCH AND DIMENSIONS OF STANDARD STEEL AXLES
front edge of the tread) about /2 in. Both the thickening of the rim
and the shift in plate position were intended to increase resistance to
rim breakage. Wheels K and L were also of special design. The treads
of these wheels were cast to simulate those of badly-worn-hollow
wheels. The departure of the profile of these wheels from the standard
profile is shown in Fig. 1(b). Figure 2 shows a sketch of a standard
steel axle, such as those used in these tests. The principal dimensions
of standard axles are indicated in the figure.
5. Physical Properties of Iron.-A large part of the investigation
was devoted to the -measurement of strains throughout the wheel
under various load conditions. Since cast iron has a curved stress-
strain relation, the stress at any point is not the product of the
measured strain and an average modulus of elasticity. However, if
representative stress-strain curves for the metal in tension and com-
pression are available, it is possible to translate strain measurements to
stress values with a fair degree of reliability. For this purpose, after
the tests of series 1 to 4 were finished, test coupons were cut from a
number of wheels and both tension and compression test pieces were
prepared. They were cut from the wheel plate about midway between
hub and rim, from a section of the wheel not subjected to high stress
during the tests of Series 1 to 4. Figure 3 shows the dimensions of
test pieces used, as well as average stress-strain curves for both ten-
sion and compression. Because of its lack of significance in this work,
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FIG. 3. TYPICAL TENSION AND COMPRESSION STRESS-STRAIN CURVES
FOR CAST IRON FROM WHEEL PLATES
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FIG. 4. LOCATION OF GAGE LINES FOR STRAIN MEASUREMENTS ON WHEELS
(Similar lines on front and back of wheel)
the ultimate strength of compression specimens was not found; the
ultimate strength in tension varied from 25 000 to 32 200 lb. per sq. in.
for the various tests.
III. GENERAL METHODS OF TESTING
6. Preparation of Wheels for Testing.-The principal preparation
of wheels and axles for testing consisted in locating and drilling strain-
gage holes. On each wheel tested in Series 1 to 3, usually 162 gage
lines were used, as shown in Fig. 4. The spacing of gage lines naturally
differed in the wheels of the different weights, in which the diameter of
the hub and other dimensions varied. However, in all cases 3, and in
most cases 7, radial lines or rows of strain readings were taken on
both the front and the back of a wheel, each line consisting of from
6 to 9 circumferential readings and 3 radial readings. Where radial
and circumferential strains were measured at a point, it would have
been very desirable had a third reading been taken in a diagonal
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direction making 45 deg. with the other two lines; unfortunately this
was not done, and the strain situation in the metal is thus not com-
pletely determined. However, in general, the strain measurements
which indicate high and important stresses in the metal are on gage
lines located symmetrically with respect to the applied load, and hence
may be considered to lie on the axes of principal stress, thus com-
pletely defining the stress situation in the metal.
In preparing gage lines, the rough cast surface of the iron was
ground smooth with a fine carborundum wheel to provide an approxi-
mately plane surface. Gage holes were then drilled to a depth of
about %6 in. with a No. 54 drill. It was found impossible to drill gage
holes on the chilled portion of the wheel; where such gage lines were
needed, they were provided by cementing small brass plugs to the
chilled iron surface. This was done by use of a cement known as
"Metallic X," which held the plugs in place very satisfactorily. The
gage lines were then located on the brass plugs, which projected about
%6 in.* above the surface of the wheel. The preparation of gage holes,
with axes parallel and with edges of holes properly dressed, is an
important part of strain measurement.
7. Testing Equipment.-A 2-in. Berry strain gage was used on the
wheels and a 10-in. Whittemore gage was used on the axles. These
gages were read with an accuracy of about 0.00005 to 0.00008 in. per
in. on the 2-in. gage, and 0.00001 in. per in. on the 10-in. gage. Both
gages were calibrated at intervals during the tests.
Most of the tests were performed in a 3 000 000 lb. capacity
Southwark-Emery hydraulic testing machine. While most of the loads
were a very small proportion of the capacity of the machine, it has
been calibrated carefully, and the measured loads are believed to be
correct within a tolerance of one-half of one percent.
For removing wheels from axles, a 200-ton hydraulic jack was used
with a special rig which permitted smooth and orderly removal of the
wheels.
IV. MOUNTING TESTS, SERIES 1
8. Mounting Allowances and Procedure.-In service, the railway
car wheel is pressed on to the axle and held there firmly by friction.
To develop a high radial pressure between wheel hub and axle so that
the wheel will not work loose, it is common practice to make the wheel
*These gage lines were at points where flexural stress was small so that the error caused by
reading slightly above the surface of the wheel was negligible.
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seat larger than the bore of the wheel by an amount known as the
"mounting allowance." In these tests, the object was not a study of
the effect of varying the allowance, and it was held at about 0.010 in.
for all initial tests. If both the wheel and the axle were of a perfectly
elastic material, the relation between the hub stresses, the normal
pressure, and the mounting pressure might be determined closely; how-
ever, there is undoubtedly some permanent set in the cast iron hub,
especially when large mounting allowances are used. Tests have shown
that the mounting pressure does not increase with increase in allow-
ance. The allowance of 0.010 in. used in these tests may be slightly
higher than the normal service value; of this amount perhaps 0.001 in.
may be assumed to cover surface roughness produced by tool marks,
cumulative errors in calipering, etc. This assumption is supported by
the general experience that the measured allowance is generally
decreased by from 0.002 to 0.005 in. (partly by a smoothing of the
surface, and partly by permanent set) when wheels are removed and
remounted.
When a wheel is mounted on an axle, with a mounting allowance of
0.010 in., it is evident that this 0.010 in., is accounted for by a decrease,
a, in axle diameter and an increase, b, in bore diameter, plus some
smoothing of the surfaces in contact. The modulus of elasticity of the
steel is 30 000 000 lb. per sq. in.; that of the cast iron is much lower,
and varies, as indicated by Fig. 3. The steel axle is subjected to radial
compression, and is further acted on by a small compressive
longitudinal stress as the wheel is pressed on.
Hence the axle becomes at least one-third more resistant to
deformation due to the radial pressure than a simple member com-
pressed in one direction only. In the wheel hub conditions are less
favorable. Considering, for simplicity, the hub as a hollow cylinder
subject to uniform internal pressure, the resultant circumferential
tension increases the diameter of the bore and so does the radial strain
produced by the internal pressure. Assuming that the smoothing of
contact surfaces may amount to 0.001 in., the remainder of the mount-
ing allowance a 4 b, = 0.009 in.; on a diameter of about 7 in., the
unit strain to be taken up is 0.00128. This will be divided between
axle and hub in proportion to the deformation of each under a given
pressure. With the axle several times as resistant to deformation as
the hub, it is evident that the latter will receive the major part of the
imposed strain, or more than 0.001. This gives some idea of the
measured hub strains to be expected from the tests, although a con-
siderable part of the measured strain will be found to be a permanent
deformation.
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FIG. 5. MOUNTING PROCEDURE; UPPER WHEEL BEING PRESSED INTO PLACE ON AXLE
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TABLE 2
TEST RESULTS OF INITIAL MOUNTING AND REMOVAL OF WHEELS
Maximum
Allowance Maximum Circum-
Weight of Initial Maximum After Load to ferentialWheel Axle Wheel Mounting Mounting Removal Remove StrainsSeat lb. Allowance Load of Wheel Wheel due toin. lb. in. lb. Mounting
in. per in.
A 1 650 0.011 82 000 0.007 151 000 0.00139B 2 650 0.008 67 400 0.003* 106 000 0.00101C 3 700 0.009 62 400 0.0061 133 000 0.00105D 4 700 0.009 44 700 0.006* 111 000 0.00128E 5 750 0.0095 88 200 0.0045 143 000 0.00116F 6 750 0.0095 91 300 0.0052 186 000 0.00108G 7 850 0.009 101 000 0.00106
H 8 850 0.010 71 300 0.00110I 9* 700 0.010 101 200 0.007* 163 000 0.00126J 10* 700 0.010 134 300 0.0074 206 000 0.00130N 5 750 0.0098 132 200 ..... ...... 0.00143O 6 750 0.0096 123 200 .....
*Axle seats 9 and 10 were ground seats, all others were turned.
9. Description of Mounting Tests.-The mounting tests were made
on 10 wheels, A to J, inclusive, (see Table 1 for description) consist-
ing of two wheels each of the 650-, 700-, 750-, and 850-lb. classes,
mounted on standard A.R.A. axles with turned wheel seats, and two
700-lb. wheels mounted on axles with ground wheel seats. In addition,
repeated tests of mounting and dismounting wheels were made on
wheels C, D, I, and J. Mounting strains were also measured in wheels
N and 0, in preparation for the tests of Series 2.
The view shown in Fig. 5 illustrates the method of mounting the
wheels on the axles. With the axle standing on end on the table of
the testing machine, the wheel was lowered into place at the upper
end. Preparatory to mounting, both the wheel seat and the wheel bore
were coated with the standard A.R.A. lubricant, consisting of a mixture
of 122 lb. of white lead to one gallon of boiled linseed oil. The wheel
was slowly pressed on to the axle, and the load was read at each 1
inch of movement. At each inch of progress, the loading was stopped,
and a set of strain measurements was taken. Strains were measured
along two diameters, at right angles to each other, and on both sides
of the wheel plate. There were generally 45 radial and 117 circum-
ferential gage lines per wheel.
In removing wheels, a special rig using a 200-ton hydraulic jack
was employed. Both wheel bore and seat were calipered before the
wheel was mounted and after it was removed. Most of these wheels
were subjected to the tests of Series 2, 3 and 4 before they were
removed from the axle.
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FIG. 6. RELATION OF WHEEL STRAINS AND MOUNTING LOADS TO
MOVEMENT OF WHEEL ON AXLE-WHEELS A AND B
On the four wheels that were repeatedly mounted and removed,
the diameter measurements were made with especial care. In these
remounting tests, the wheels were pressed on at different speeds, vary-
ing from 0.1 to 1/ in. per second.
10. Results of Original Mounting Tests.-The principal results of
the original mounting tests on wheels A to J, inclusive, are given in
Table 2. The table gives the initial mounting allowance, the maximum
load required to press the wheel on, the load required to remove the
wheel, and the resulting allowance after the wheel was removed.
Obviously the difference in allowance before and after the mounting
operation was due to smoothing of the surface and to permanent set in
the wheel; permanent set in the axle was negligible. Table 2 also lists
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FIG. 7. RELATION OF WHEEL STRAINS AND MOUNTING LOADS TO
MOVEMENT OF WHEEL ON AXLE-WHEELS C AND D
the maximum measured circumferential strain in the wheel hub due
to mounting.
Further detailed data of mounting strains and loads are shown in
Figs. 6 to 10. The strain curves represent the average of readings on
two wheels of the same class, and thus do not show values quite
as high as the individual maximum strains listed in Table 2. The
shape of the strain curves is quite similar for all weights of wheel.
The only strains of importance are the circumferential strains in or
near the hub of the wheel. It is interesting that these hub strains in
the back of the wheel reached a maximum value as soon as the axle
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FIG. 8. RELATION OF WHEEL STRAINS AND MOUNTING LOADS TO
MOVEMENT OF WHEEL ON AXLE-WHEELS E AND F
had entered the wheel bore one to two inches. At this stage of mount-
ing the front of the hub showed compressive strains; these did not
disappear until the axle had entered a distance of from 4% to 5 inches,
and the maximum tensile strains were reached only when the wheel
was fully seated on the axle.
Although the mounting allowances were nearly the same in all
cases, the mounting loads shown in Figs. 6 to 10 show a marked varia-
tion. In several cases these observed loads are less than the minimum
mounting pressures prescribed in the wheel and axle manual (1928)
of the American Railway Association, which are as follows: for 650-lb.
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FIG. 9. RELATION OF WHEEL STRAINS AND MOUNTING LOADS TO
MOVEMENT OF WHEEL ON AXLE-WHEELS G AND H
wheel, 70 000 lb.; for 700-lb. wheel, 80 000 lb.; for 750-lb. wheel,
90 000 lb.; and for 850-lb. wheel, 100 000 lb. The deficiency in the
measured pressures may be partly due to the relatively slow speed of
mounting used in the tests.
Wheel D, in the 700-lb. class, shows an unusually low mounting
pressure, which is unfortunate, since wheels C and D, mounted on
turned axle seats, are intended for comparison with Wheels I and J,
mounted on ground axle seats. Both wheels C and D have mounting
loads below the minimum of the A.R.A. manual, the average value
being 53 500 lb.; this value for axles with turned seats probably is not
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FIG. 10. RELATION OF WHEEL STRAINS AND MOUNTING LOADS TO
MOVEMENT OF WHEEL ON AXLE-WHEELS I AND J
strictly comparable with the average value of 117 700 for wheels I
and J, mounted on ground wheel seats. The curves of mounting pres-
sures in Figs. 7 and 10 indicate a better wheel fit for the latter wheels;
the curve for wheel C indicates a rather loose fit at the beginning of
the mounting, while for both wheels C and D the mounting pressure
falls off in the last 11/ in. of movement. The curves for wheels I and
J are more nearly of uniform slope, with a slight recession in pressure
during the last inch of movement.
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TABLE 3
REPEATED MOUNTING TESTS OF WHEELS AND AXLES
Initial Maximum Load, lb. Initial Maximum Load, lb.
Mounting Allowance AllowanceNo. . Mounting Dismounting in. Mounting Dismounting
Wheel C, Turned Axle Seat 3 Wheel J, Ground Axle Seat 10
1 0.009 62 400 133 000 0.010 134 300 206 000
2 0.0061 86 500 126 000 0.0074 175 200 206 000
3 0.0062 82 400 127 000 0.0076 182 600 226 000
4 0.0055 83 700 148 000 0.0068 181 200 .......
Wheel D, Turned Axle Seat 4 Wheel I, Ground Axle Seat 9
1 0.009 44 700 111 000 0.010 101 200 163 000
2 0.006 63 200 143 000 0.007 129 700 183 000
3 0.0049 96 000* 132 000 0.0064 129 700* 167 000
4 0.0049 93 000* 106 000 0.0067 127 000* 152 000
5 0.0053 96 000* 131 000 0.0071 135 000* 171 000
6 0.0052 94 100 116 000 0.0069 153 300 .......
*Wheel was mounted in about 20 seconds; all other mountings required at least 10 minutes,
and much longer when strain measurements were taken.
In spite of the large differences in mounting pressures between
wheels C-D and I-J, the curves of mounting strain are quite similar,
with maximum strains very slightly higher for the latter pair of wheels.
The corresponding strains in wheels of each pair were surprisingly
uniform.
11. Results of Repeated Mounting Tests.-Four wheels, C, D, I,
and J, were used in a series of repeated mounting and dismounting
tests. Wheels C and D were used on turned wheel seats 3 and 4, and
wheels I and J on ground seats 9 and 10. Wheels C and J were
mounted and removed four times, with careful measurement of the
diameter of the wheel seat and the bore before each mounting opera-
tion, and with observations of the mounting load for each % inch of
progress during mounting. Strain readings were taken during the
progress of each mounting on gage lines 1 and 2 on the wheel hub.
Wheels D and I were mounted and removed six times, the third, fourth
and fifth mountings being accomplished in about 20 seconds each,
while the sixth mounting took about 10 minutes.
The results of these repeated mounting tests are given in Table 3.
After the first mounting and removal of wheel, the mounting allow-
ance was generally about 0.003 in. less than the initial value; this
amount is attributed to permanent set in the hub and to smoothing of
the surfaces in contact. The decrease in the allowance with subsequent
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FIG. 11. RELATION OF MOUNTING LOADS TO WHEEL MOVEMENTS,
-REPEATED MOUNTING TESTS
mountings was relatively small. In spite of the decrease in allowance,
however, the load required for the second mounting was from 28 to 41
per cent greater than for the initial mounting. With further mountings
there was a large increase in the case of wheel D, an appreciable
increase for wheel I at the sixth mounting, and little change for the
other two wheels. The load required to dismount or remove the wheels
was generally 60 000 to 70 000 lb. greater than the mounting load for
the first trial; in subsequent operations the divergence between the
two was generally much less.
A study of the mounting load-displacement curves for the several
repetitions on the four wheels may be made by referring to Fig. I1.
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Besides the fact that the maximum mounting load increased, as shown
in Table 3, it is evident that there was a gradual change in these
load-displacement curves. With repeated mountings, there seemed to
be a tendency toward slightly lower loads in the early stages of mount-
ing, and decidedly increased loads during the last two inches of travel.
Furthermore, the curves show increasing loads to practically full
seating of the wheel. It may be noted that with repeated mountings
the mounting load generally exceeded the minimum values of the
A.R.A. manual; with the ground wheel seats they also exceeded the
prescribed maximum value of 130 000 lb.
The effect of repeated mountings was to produce a general decrease
in the measured strain in the wheel hub, as shown in Fig. 12, which
is plotted from the average of strains on four quadrants of the hub.
The strains at the first mounting are much greater than for those that
followed, particularly on the back of the hub, and it may be assumed
that this difference is due to a permanent deformation of the hub and
to the resulting decrease in mounting allowance. A new zero reading
was taken before each successive wheel mounting, so that the strains
at second, third, and fourth mountings do not include permanent
deformations produced during previous mountings. It appears from
the change in strains that permanent circumferential deformations of
from 0.0003 to 0.0004 took place in the hub during the first three
mountings. After the third mounting there was comparatively little
change in strains. The greatest strains measured during the fourth
mounting, not including any permanent deformation then existing in
the hub, were 0.00085 in the back face and 0.00071 in the front face
of the hub.
12. Comparison of Turned and Ground Wheel Seats.-Most of the
test observations which furnish a comparison of the relative per-
formance of ground and turned seats during mounting of wheels have
been presented in the preceding two sections. The initial mounting
loads for wheels C and D, 700-lb. wheels on turned seats, averaged
53 500 lb., while those for wheels I and J, 700-lb. wheels on ground
seats, averaged 117 700 lb. Comparing the results from the repeated
mounting tests, at the fourth mounting the corresponding average
loads were 88 350 lb. and 154 100 lb., respectively. The maximum
strains at first mounting were 0.00105 and 0.00128 for wheels C and
D, and 0.00126 and 0.00130 for wheels I and J, respectively. These
strains do not differ greatly, and are apparently roughly proportional
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FIG. 12. RELATION OF HUB STRAINS TO WHEEL MOVEMENTS,
REPEATED MOUNTING TESTS
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to the mounting allowances; they seem to bear little relation, on the
other hand, to the mounting loads, and do not increase with the latter
in the repeated mounting tests.
Of the group of wheels A to J, C and D had much the lowest
mounting loads, and I and J the highest. Granting that C and D were
below normal, the fact remains that I and J, on ground wheel seats,
required higher mounting loads than any others of the group mounted
on newly turned seats, including the 750- and 850-lb. wheels. Since
the mounting allowances were nearly equal in all cases, it might be
inferred that the ground seats produced definitely greater friction with
the wheel bore than did the turned seats, though the number of tests
is too small to be conclusive. In the repeated mounting tests, the high
friction with ground seats is evident in both the mounting and dis-
mounting pressures. It has been suggested that the greater friction
is due to a greater effective allowance in the case of the ground wheel
seats, assuming that the fine ridges between tool marks on the turned
seats produce a large calipered diameter, but are smoothed down in the
mounting process. However, the repeated mounting tests do not show
appreciably greater hub strains for the ground seats; nor is the
decrease in wheel seat diameter or the apparent permanent set in the
hub any greater when turned wheel seats are used.
Whatever the cause of the difference in mounting pressures, it
should be recorded that there was very little scoring of wheel seats of
either type, even when the wheel was mounted and removed from four
to six times.
13. Effect of Mounting Speeds.-Only a few tests were made in
which different mounting speeds were used. On wheels D and I (see
Table 3) in the repeated mounting tests, the loads were applied in
about 20 seconds in the third, fourth, and fifth tests, and in about 10
minutes in the sixth test. A slow speed was used on the first and sec-
ond mountings and, in addition, strain readings were taken. For wheel
D, there is no appreciable difference in mounting load between the
fifth (fast) and the sixth (slow) tests, though the tendency would be
toward higher loads as the surfaces of bore and wheel seat became
roughened, and scored with the repeated movement. For wheel I, the
mounting load increased from the fifth (fast) to the sixth (slow) test,
but on the other hand did not increase from the second (slow) to the
third (fast) test. Hence for the few tests made there seems to be no
consistent effect of mounting speed upon the loads required to press
the wheel on to the axle.
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V. VERTICAL LOAD TESTS, SERIES 2
14: Outline of Vertical Load Tests.-This series of tests was carried
out on wheels A to J, inclusive, which, as indicated in Table 1, con-
sisted of pairs of standard 650-, 700-, 750- and 850-lb. wheels mounted
on standard A.R.A. axles with turned wheel seats, and one pair of
700-lb. wheels mounted on an axle with ground wheel seats. The tests
followed the initial mounting tests made with these wheels and axles,
but the strains measured were those produced in addition to the
mounting strains described in Chapter IV.
It was the intention in these tests to produce conditions in the
wheels and axle similar to those produced by a vertical static load in
service. For convenience in testing, the direction of loading was
reversed; the rail pressure was applied to the top of the wheel, and the
journals were supported in cylindrical bearings designed to permit
change in alignment as the axle deflected. The wheel and axle were
mounted as indicated in Fig. 13. Load was applied by the testing
machine through heavy steel girders and two short lengths of steel rail,
mounted at standard gauge distance. The loads applied were gen-
erally 1, 2, 3 and 4 times the design loads.
Strain gage measurements were taken on both faces of the wheel
on 7 radial sections, making angles with the horizontal axis of the
wheel of 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225 and 270 degrees. On each section
there were 9 circumferential gage lines and 3 radial ones, as shown in
Fig. 4 and in diagrams to follow. Strain readings were also taken on
the axles at mid-span on top and bottom surfaces. For further infor-
mation on wheel and axle strains, the downward deflection of the axle
at mid-span, and the- change in distance between wheel flanges on
vertical and horizontal diameters, were measured.
15. Results of Vertical Load Tests.-Wheel strains due to vertical
loads, 1, 2, 3 and 4 times the design wheel load, have been measured.
Typical curves for gage lines on Row D, which is a vertical section of
the wheel lying directly between the load and the supporting journal,
are plotted in Fig. 14. These strains are in general the largest observed
in the wheel; the curves of Fig. 14 represent the average strains in
two companion wheels of each of the five combinations, involving
wheels A to J, inclusive. Similar strain curves have been plotted for
Sections A, B, C, E, F and G, (see Fig. 4) but since the strains in
general were not large, the curves are not shown here. However, as
a general summary of the range of the strains observed, the maximum
tensile and compressive strains for all loads on each gage line for
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FIG. 13. WHEEL AND AXLE ASSEMBLY SUBJECTED TO VERTICAL LOAD
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TABLE 4
MAXIMUM WHEEL STRAINS DUE TO ALL VERTICAL LOADINGS, SERIES 2
Strains are in hundred thousandths of in. per in.
Minus sign indicates tension; plus sign, compression
MIaximumSeion Sectn Section ectio s Section strain on any
Gage D AandC B F andG E section
Line
Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp.
Front Plate
1 -24 0 0 + 7 ........ -12 + 3 .... .... -24 + 72 -32 0 - 2 + 8 ........ 
-11 + 1 ........ -32 + 83 -28 0 - 8 + 3 ........ -12 + 3 0 +13 -28 +13
4 -30 0 - 2 +11 ........ 
- 6 + 7 0 +11 -30 +11
5 -15 0 - 2 + 8 ........ 0 +12 - 5 + 5 -15 +12
6 -13 0 - 1 +18 ........ 0 +18 0 +13 -13 +187 -23 0 - 5 +10 ........ 0 +18 - 7 + 5 -23 +188 -40 0 - 6 + 9 ........ 0 +24 0 +11 -40 +249 -12 +17 0 +22 ........ 0 +27 -11 + 2 -12 +27R4 0 +105 -16 0 ........ 0 +33 -27 + 1 -27 +105R5 0 +62 - 9 0 ........ 0 +13 -10 + 4 -10 +62R6 0 +44 - 6 + 2 ........ -16 +3 0 +10 -16 +44
Back Plate
1 -11 +2 - 4 +5 0 +22 - 8 +4 0 +15 -11 +22
2 -16 0 -- 5 +7 0 +24 -7 +4 0 +7 -16 +243 -16 0 - 8 + 1 -21 +11 -12 +1 0 +9 -16 +11
4 -26 0 - 5 + 8 -3 +12 -12 0 0 +12 -26 +125 -30 0 -4 +8 0 +17 -12 0 - 2 +10 -30 +176 -23 0 - 5 +12 - 1 +16 -10 0 0 +12 -23 +167 -15 +17 - 4 +10 -13 +13 - 5 +4 - 4 +4 -15 +178 -18 0 -10 0 0 +18 -10 0 0 +20 -18 +20
9 0 +51 -9 + 6 - 2 +26 -14 0 -1 +13 -14 +51
R4 -38 0 -10 +2 - 3 +23 -33 0 0 +20 -38 +23
R5 -17 +5 -5 +9 -5 +7 -18 0 - 6 +15 -18 +15
R6 0 +45 - 4 +9 -10 + 7 - 7 +8 -12 0 -12 +45
the group of 10 wheels are listed in Table 4. It is seen that outside
of Section D, the greatest strains observed were ± 0.00033 on radial
gage lines and - 0.00021 and + 0.00027 on circumferential gage lines.
Along Section D there was fairly general circumferential tension in
the wheel plate, reaching a maximum of 0.00040 for the highest load-
ing (on gage line 8 at the junction of tread and plate). There were
also some very high compressive radial strains on gage lines R4, R5
and R6. Radial strains on gage line R4, at the junction of the hub
and front plate, were uniformly high for all wheels, ranging from
0.00068 to 0.00105 at 4 times the design load.
16. General Effect of Varying Weight of Wheel and Axle.-Assum-
ing that the same quality of metal can be used in all weights of wheel,
and that thermal stress problems are comparable in all cases, it would
seem desirable that all wheels should be designed to develop equal
strains at loads which are the same multiple of the nominal design
load. This condition seems to have been attained fairly well in this
group of wheels. For the majority of the strain measurements, there
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is no weight of wheel that shows outstandingly high or low strains
under vertical loads. In the case of the three radial gage lines on the
outside plate, where the greatest strains were measured, the strains
for the 650-lb. wheels were somewhat lower than the average of the
group, and the strains for the 750-lb. wheels were correspondingly
higher than the average. These three gage lines should not be given
too much emphasis, since they may not show such relatively high
stresses under a combination of loadings. The effect of combined
stresses due to mounting and external loads will be discussed later.
At this point it may be stated that under mounting and vertical loads
the four weights of wheel show a fairly well-balanced design.
17. Effect of Variation in Position of Wheel Plate and in Thickness
of Rim.-One pair of 700-lb. wheels embodied certain variations from
standard design. Wheel I had a thickened rim (see description in Sec-
tion 4) and in wheel J the plate was moved toward the rim from the
standard position about 2 in. A study of the strain measurements has
been made to see if any appreciable effect was produced by these modi-
fications in the wheel design. Figure 15 shows values of vertical loads
and wheel strains as measured on front and back plates of the two
wheels on Section D and on Sections F and G, which are in the most
highly stressed region. In this figure curves have been omitted for all
gage lines on which the maximum strain was less than 0.00010. A
careful study of Fig. 15 shows that while there is some variation in
the strains for the two wheels, there is no outstanding difference that
can be attributed to the wheel design. The thickened rim might be
expected to reduce the strains on gage lines 8 and 9 of wheel I, but no
consistent effect of this kind is evident. The position of the wheel
plate might be expected to affect the radial strains on the front and
back of the wheel; however on the average the strains in the front
plate are just equal in the two wheels while those in the back plate
are less than 15 per cent higher -for wheel J than for wheel I. While
these observations are too few to be conclusive, there is little evidence
that these variations in wheel design had any appreciable effect upon
vertical load strains.
18. Effect of Brackets.-Of the two 850-lb. wheels tested under
vertical loads, wheel G was of standard design while wheel H had 10
curved brackets. These brackets might be expected to stiffen the wheel
plate and to reduce bending stresses therein. To study this possibility,
strains in the two wheels on both plates, on Sections D, F, and G, have
been plotted in Fig. 16. On Section D it is seen that there are con-
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siderably higher strains in the standard wheel, G (see gage lines R5,
R6 and 8, front plate, and R4, back plate) than on the bracketed
wheel, H. The other gage lines on Sections D, F and G show no con-
sistent difference, though the strains for corresponding gage lines do not
correspond exactly. The radial gage lines are usually subject to
rather high strain due to a vertical static load; it is evident here that
the brackets on the back face of the wheel aided considerably in
transmitting the vertical load and in reducing the induced strains.
Apparently, too, they gave added stiffness to the junction between
wheel plate and rim, thus reducing the strain on circumferential
gage line 8.
While the brackets may have been effective in reducing some of the
larger wheel strains, they did not produce a uniform reduction (see
gage line R4, front plate). The effectiveness of a bracket apparently
depends upon just how it is located with respect to a gage line, hence
it is doubtful whether any reductions in strain produced are sufficiently
general to make the use of brackets particularly advantageous in
resisting loading of the type considered here.
19. Strains and Deflections in Axles.-The behavior of the axles
during the vertical load tests is indicated by the values of observed
axle strains, deflections and relative movement of wheel flanges, as
listed in Table 5 for four tests.
The values of axle strain are probably of greatest importance. The
strain and the corresponding stress in the axle evidently increased very
nearly in proportion to the applied load. It may be noted that the
rate of increase in strain fell off slightly as the load increased, so that
the strain at the 96 000-lb. load for test A B was less than 4 times
that at the 24 000-lb. load. This same condition will be found in the
readings of axle deflections and flange movements. It may indicate
that the lateral rigidity of the rails used to apply load and the friction
in the cylindrical bearings in the journal supports were sufficient to
exert a restraint upon the free deformation of the axles under the
higher loads. Since the departure from straight-line load-strain and
load-deflection relations is relatively small, the effect of such restraint
is evidently not of great importance, particularly insofar as strains in
the wheels are concerned.
Assuming the value of the modulus of elasticity of the steel to be
30 000 000 lb. per sq. in., the measured strains of Table 5 indicate that
the stress in the axles at a normal design load varied from 5300 to
8400 lb. per sq. in. for the several axles; at four times the design load,
the corresponding stress varied from 18 200 to 30 000 lb. per sq. in.
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It does not appear from these observations that the axles were stressed
beyond the proportional limit in any case, even at 4 times the normal
design load.
Axle deflections are seen to vary from 0.05 to 0.07 in. at design
loads, and from 0.17 to 0.22 in. at 4 times the design load. It was
found that after removal of the latter load, there was a residual
deflection of 0.004 to 0.008 in. in the axles. However, since the strains
do not indicate the probability of the proportional limit having been
exceeded, and since the deflections were measured directly to the bed
of the testing machine, neglecting the deformation of the pedestals
supporting the journals, it seems likely that these apparent permanent
axle deflections were caused by the seating of journal bearings and
other contact surfaces in the supporting pedestals.
The relative movements of wheel flanges appear to be quite con-
sistent with the other measurements taken, and furnish data from
which the change in slope of the axle between wheel seats under the
applied loads may be calculated.
VI. VERTICAL AND LATERAL LOAD TESTS, SERIES 3
20. Outline and Arrangement of Tests.-This series of tests was
carried out on the same wheels and axles as were tested (under vertical
loads only) in Series 2. The method of loading was also similar to
that of the previous series, except that in addition to the vertical load
applied to the wheels, a horizontal thrust was applied to the flange of
each wheel. Figure 17 shows the general arrangement of the tests.
The axle was supported in semi-cylindrical journals, and vertical
loads were applied through a loading girder, a pair of rocker supports
which permitted a free inward deflection of the wheel, and a special
steel loading.block through which both vertical and horizontal forces
were transmitted to the tread of the wheel. Horizontal thrusts were
produced by a screw jack device consisting of two 11-in. round steel
rods and nuts. The rods were reduced in section near the middle to a
diameter of 1.128 in. and were calibrated against a Whittemore strain
gage, so that a desired thrust could be produced by tightening the
nuts until the predetermined strain was reached. The steel block
used in transmitting the vertical load to the tread and the horizontal
load to the flange is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 18.
The wheels were placed with the gage lines in the same position
as in the vertical load tests, and readings were taken on the same
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FIG. 17. WHEEL AND AXLE ASSEMBLY SUBJECTED TO VERTICAL
LOADS AND FLANGE THRUSTS
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FIG. 18. SPECIAL LOADING BLOCK FOR TRANSMITTING VERTICAL
AND HORIZONTAL LOADS TO WHEEL
lines throughout. The readings taken and discussed in this section do
not include those produced by mounting and vertical load tests, but are
the additional strains due to this particular series of loads.
21. Testing Procedure.-In each test the pair of wheels and axle
were placed in position and zero strain readings were taken; then a
vertical load equal to the normal design load was applied and the
strains were observed; after this, successive flange thrusts equal to
one-quarter, one-half, three-quarters, and once the design axle load
were applied, with a complete set of strain measurements at each
application.
It may be noted that a slight difference in axle loads was intro-
duced between Series 2 and 3. The "design axle load" applied as a
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vertical load in Series 2 was as shown by (A) in the table below; the
"design axle load" as applied as vertical and horizontal forces in
Series 3 was as shown by (B). (See A. R. A. Wheel and Axle Manual,
1928, p. 137).
Weight of wheel in pounds 650 700 750 850
(A) Load, in pounds, each axle is
designed to carry........... 24 000 32 000 40 000 50 000
(B) Y of total weight, in pounds,
of car and load, including 10
per cent overload, with 4-
wheel trucks ............... 25 750 34 000 42 250 52 500
In applying the flange thrusts, the nuts on the loading rig were
tightened (friction was minimized by the use of bronze thrust washers)
and strains were read on the two tension rods. Calibration of these
rods showed that one division of the strain gage corresponded to 300
lb. total tension in each rod, and gage readings were estimated to /o
of a division.
Strains in wheels and axle, deflections of the axle, and the relative
movement between wheel flanges were measured as in Series 2.
22. Results of Tests.-Values of wheel strains due to a vertical load
equal to the normal design load combined with flange thrusts up to
one normal axle load have been plotted in Fig. 19 for gage lines
along Section D, which is along a vertical radius in the upper
part of the wheel, directly between load point and journal. These
strains were in general larger than those on any other radial section,
and the curves shown represent average values for two companion
wheels, of each of the 5 sets tested. The strain curves shown do not
start with zero strain, but begin at the strain due to vertical load
alone.
From Fig. 19 it is apparent that the largest strains were measured
on radial gage lines R4 and R5 and circumferential gage lines 8 and
9. The radial lines show a large tension in the front plate and a
corresponding compression in the back plate, as might be expected
from a consideration of the wheel as a cantilever resisting the hori-
zontal thrust. The average strains on gage line R4 for two wheels
reached values of 0.00110 in tension and 0.00131 in compression.
The large tensile strains on gage lines 8 and 9 are close to the point of
load application, and are probably due to the highly localized stress
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
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TABLE 6
MAXIMUM WHEEL STRAINS DUE TO VERTICAL LOADS AND FLANGE THRUSTS, SERIES 3;
ALL WHEELS, ALL COMBINATIONS OF LOAD
Strains are in hundred thousandths of in. per in.
Minus sign indicates tension; plus sign, compression
Section Sections - Section Sections Section Mai mu
S D A and C B F and G E Any SectionGage ny Section
Line
Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp.
Front Plate
1 - 6 +25 -14 + 2 ........ - 6 + 3 .......... -14 +25
2 - 3 +19 -15 + 2 .... .... - 6 + 5 .... .... -15 +19
3 - 8 +12 -13 +13 .... .... -10 + 7 - 7 +2 -13 +13
4 -14 +11 -12 + 2 .... .... - 7 0 - 7 + 2 -14 +11
5 -17 +2 -13 + 1 .... .... -12 +2 -- 7 + 5 -17 + 5
6 -19 + 1 -11 + 2 .... .... -20 + 1 - 5 +3 -20 + 3
7 -14 + 4 -20 + 4 .... .... -27 +4 - 5 +5 -27 + 5
8 -10 +20 -28 +2 .... .... -39 +8 -2 +19 -39 +20
9 ........ -30 + 5 .... .... -44 + 6 - 4 +14 -44 +14
R4 -110 +22 - 4 + 9 .... .... -64 + 9 - 7 +31 -110 +31
R5 -31 +15 - 5 +12 .... .... -15 + 2 - 9 +12 -31 +15
R6 - 1 +26 - 5 +15 .... .... -3 +24 -10 +2 -10 +26
Back Plate
1 -34 +2 - 6 +21 -10 + 3 -5 +5 -5 + 8 -34 +21
2 -28 +2 - 3 +15 - 9 + 6 - 5 +3 -3 + 8 -28 +15
3 -13 +9 - 3 +18 -14 +11 - 4 +5 - 4 + 2 -14 +18
4 -14 +19 - 4 +11 -22 +3 - 8 +19 -15 + 6 -22 +19
5 - 9 +25 -5 + 4 -24 0 -6 +
2 8  
-16 + 3 -24 +28
6 - 6 +12 - 3 +4 -20 0 - 5 +16 -14 + 4 -20 +16
7 -13 +5 - 6 +2 -14 + 1 - 5 +14 -14 + 2 -14 +14
8 -57 +7 - 8 +21 -28 +5 - 6 +20 -10 + 2 -57 +21
9 -62 +4 - 6 +21 -26 + 2 - 4 +32 -14 0 -62 +32
R4 - 9 +131 -12 + 1 -38 +2 - 7 +70 -33 + 4 -38 +131
R5 - 2 +87 -12 + 1 -14 +2 - 5 +22 -18 + 1 -18 +87
R6 - 1 +46 -13 0 - 8 +11 -9 + 7 -2 + 7 -13 +46
in this region. Aside from these four gage lines, the wheels did not
generally develop strains exceeding 0.00020 to 0.00030, which, con-
sidered alone, do not seem to be of much importance.
Thrust-strain curves similar to those of Fig. 19 have been plotted
for the other six sections of the wheel, indicated in Fig. 4. Since the
strains were generally much smaller than those on Section D, the
curves are not presented here, but, to give an idea of the magnitude
and distribution of the strains, maximum tensile and compressive
values for each gage line on the various sections are listed in Table 6.
It is seen that outside of Section D the greatest strains due to any
combination of vertical and horizontal loads used generally did not
exceed 0.00040, with one or two values reaching 0.00070 on radial
gage lines R4. The effect of these strains, when combined with those
due to other causes, will be discussed in Section 26.
23. Effect of Variation in Wheel and Axle Weights.-An idea of the
relative effectiveness of the material in the wheels of the several
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weights may be obtained by a brief study of Fig. 19. Attention
will be directed to those gage lines on which large strains were ob-
served, and to the most severe combination of vertical and horizontal
loads. The following tabulation permits a comparison of strains in the
four classes of wheel:
Strains of wheel in hundred-thousandths
Gage line Weight of wheel in poundsGage line
(Row D) 650 700 700* 750 850
R4F............ -60 -91 -93 -110 -105
R4B............ 99 111 111 96 131
R5B............ 51 66 53 58 87
8B............ -40 -57 -32 - 44 - 40
9B............ -45 -52 -30 - 61 - 36
*On ground axle seat; all other on turned seats.
This tabulation may be reduced to a simpler form by expressing the
values in each horizontal line as a percentage of the average; on this
basis the average percentages for the 5 gage lines become: for 650-lb.
wheel, 86; for 700-lb. wheels, 98; for 750-lb. wheel, 108; and for
850-lb. wheel, 109.
It must be remembered that these wheels were not subjected to the
same load, but to a normal wheel load for the given size of wheel plus
a horizontal thrust equal to two normal wheel loads. It seems reason-
able to suppose that the thrust should increase in proportion to the
vertical loads. On this basis, the foregoing values indicate that the
lighter wheels are more conservatively designed than the heavier ones,
though the design of the four wheels is not greatly out of balance.
24. Effect of Variations from Standard Wheel Design.-A study of
the strains in wheel H, having 10 brackets, wheel I, having a thickened
rim, and wheel J, having a special position of plate, does not reveal
any particular effect due to these variations from standard design.
These special features were introduced primarily to increase the resist-
ance of the rim to impact, hence a negligible effect might be expected
on plate strains, as was noted under vertical loads in Sections 17
and 18.
A direct comparison of curves for wheels I and J, which are 700-lb.
wheels, mounted on ground axle seats, shows no consistent difference
in wheel strains. Similarly a comparison of wheel H with its com-
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FIG. 20. THRUST-STRAIN CURVES FOR WHEELS G AND H SUBJECTED
TO VERTICAL LOADS AND HORIZONTAL THRUSTS
panion wheel G, which had no brackets, shows little consistent differ-
ence, as may be seen in Fig. 20, which is prepared from the highest
measured strains in the two wheels. There appears to be very little
consistent or systematic effect due to the brackets on wheel H.
25. Strains and Deflections in Axles.-The loading of Series 3,
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wheel loads applied as a horizontal thrust, was a much more severe
test of the axle than the loadings of Series 2, even when a vertical load
of four normal design loads was used. Data on axle strains and
deflections, as well as on the changes in slope as indicated by move-
ments of the wheel flanges, are given in Table 7.
The maximum axle strains listed in the table range from 0.00136
to 0.00194; assuming that the proportional limit has not been exceeded,
the strains correspond to the following stresses:
Wheel Nos................. A-B C-D I-J E-F G-H
Max. axle stress, lb. per sq. in. 40 800 45 900 42 630 58 200 45 900
No test pieces were cut from these axles to determine the propor-
tional limit of the steel, but it might be expected to be about 45 000
lb. per sq. in. It is evident that the stress in all of the axles was in
the neighborhood of the proportional limit; the stress in the axle used
with wheels E-F was evidently beyond the proportional limit. The
values of residual strains and deflections in Table 7 for the cases in
which both vertical and horizontal loads were removed indicate some
permanent set in all of the axles, and very definite amounts for the
axles used with wheels A-B and E-F. The latter condition may be
verified in Fig. 21, wherein there is a well-defined departure from
linear load-strain and load-deflection diagrams for A-B and E-F.
The curves for the other axles are practically straight lines, and show
little evidence that the proportional limit has been exceeded.
Table 7 shows the. change in distance between wheel flanges at the
sides, A and B. Any bending produced in this direction is due to
accidental eccentricity of the horizontal loading; the small residual
values after removal of load may be explained as due to a very slight
temperature change during the period of the test.
26. Combined Strains Due to Mounting, Vertical Loads, and Hori-
zontal Loads.-The strains presented heretofore for Series 1, 2 and 3
were the strains developed in the wheel for each individual method of
loading, starting from zero in each case. These strains may be added
algebraically to determine the effect of any particular combination of
loading. It does not seem likely that the wheel will be subject to the
simultaneous loadings of Series 2 and 3 (i.e., 5 normal design wheel
loads vertically and 2 wheel loads flange thrust). The strains due to
either Series 2 or Series 3, added to those produced by the mounting
STRENGTH PROPERTIES OF CHILLED CAR WHEELS
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TABLE 8
MAXIMUM STRAINS DUE TO COMBINED LOADINGS OF SERIES 1 AND 2, OR SERIES 1 AND 3
Strains are in hundred thousandths of in. per in.
Each value is the average for two companion wheels, on vertical, horizontal, or diagonal gage lines
Mounting strains were not measured on gage lines 8 and 9; probably negligible
Series 1-Strains with wheel fully mounted
Series 2-Strains due to 4 times normal wheel load
Series 3-Strains due to 1 normal wheel load plus horizontal
thrust equal to 2 wheel loads
Wheels A-B Wheels C-D Wheels E-F Wheels G-H Wheels I-J
Gage Lines 650-lb. 700-lb. 750-lb. 850-lb. 700-lb.
(See Fig. 4) Turned seat Turned seat Turned seat Turned seat Ground seat
Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp.
Front Plate
Circumf. 1 106 2 104 25 123 12 93 18 108 0
2 111 8 110 19 115 8 98 13 96 4
3 85 1 73 5 96 4 85 13 89 7
4 49 7 55 6 70 11 70 11 54 2
5 32 4 27 4 33 8 38 12 29 11
6 29 9 25 10 23 18 31 12 16 16
7 21 10 20 1 26 16 39 18 19 12
8 24 11 22 22 40 17 39 24 32 15
9 33 18 26 17 40 27 44 25 42 27
Radial R4 60 105 91 127 110 95 105 104 93 161
R5 10 53 26 59 30 82 31 77 23 59
R6 24 26 13 15 9 44 6 35 12 22
Back Plate
Circumf. 1 117 12 122 22 99 17 122 21 118 15
2 105 12 101 24 80 16 108 14 102 7
3 75 11 63 9 56 10 71 18 85 9
4 64 19 48 13 53 17 67 11 70 19
5 48 25 55 22 46 21 50 18 62 25
6 35 15 33 12 35 13 44 16 35 11
7 11 13 13 5 22 13 20 14 25 2
8 39 18 57 7 44 12 40 21 32 20
9 45 22 52 51 61 25 35 32 30 26
Radial R4 45 99 35 110 25 100 35 132 38 114
R5 12 51 14 73 14 63 18 88 14 67
R6 10 30 13 57 0 7 8 49 12 56
loads of Series 1, have been summarized in Table 8. The values given
correspond to the most severe of the two load combinations.
It is evident that the mounting procedure produced the greatest
strains in the circumferential direction in the wheel hub, and the
strains generally decreased as the distance from the hub increased.
The important mounting strains are tensile strains and are found on
gage lines 1 and 2; the additional tensile strains produced by Series
2 or 3 are not great, so that the combined tensile strains on these gage
lines range from 0.00080 to 0.00123.
The major strains due to the loadings of Series 2 and 3, on the
other hand, are found on the radial gage lines on the wheel plate, and
are either tensile or compressive, depending upon which section of
the wheel is under consideration. Generally the strains for Series 2 and
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TABLE 9
MAXIMUM STRAINS DUE TO COMBINED LOADINGS OF SERIES 1, 2, AND 3
Strains are in hundred thousandths of in. per in.
Each value is the average for two companion wheels, on vertical, horizontal, or diagonal gage lines
Mounting strains were not measured on gage lines 8 and 9; probably were negligible
Series 1-Strains with wheels fully mounted
Series 2-Strains due to 4 times normal wheel load
Series 3-Strains due to 1 normal wheel load, plus horizontal
thrust equal to 2 wheel loads
Wheels A-B Wheels C-D Wheels E-F Wheels G-H Wheels I-J
Gage Lines 650-lb. 700-lb. 750-lb. 850-lb. 700-lb.(See Fig. 4) Turned seat Turned seat Turned seat Turned seat Ground seat
Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp. Tens. Comp.
Front Plate
Circumf. 1 110 2 104 25 135 12 105 25 113 0
2 116 10 119 26 125 8 113 18 100 4
3 89 1 73 5 106 4 98 13 99 10
4 57 7 55 6 82 11 80 22 56 2
5 37 4 27 4 47 8 44 12 34 15
6 37 9 38 10 23 18 42 12 23 16
7 34 15 20 1 43 19 49 18 30 12
8 46 11 22 31 74 19 61 24 56 17
9 46 26 26 17 40 35 47 38 53 41
Radial R4 74 109 91 127 126 104 110 112 107 161
R5 15 63 33 71 37 94 34 89 32 68
R6 27 33 13 29 15 59 6 43 22 31
Back Plate
Circumf. 1 144 12 128 29 109 28 133 26 123 17
2 126 16 113 34 86 31 124 21 107 8
3 91 20 70 9 61 10 77 20 94 14
4 80 31 64 23 73 23 70 19 89 24
5 66 38 79 33 61 31 72 34 84 35
6 49 21 49 19 47 16 57 28 50 19
7 16 13 25 10 36 14 28 14 36 2
8 55 30 57 7 49 15 58 26 55 25
9 56 37 52 65 65 46 42 38 34 43
Radial R4 76 114 35 133 39 104 61 137 75 135
R5 21 59 14 82 21 70 36 88 23 69
R6 10 64 18 81 0 7 15 58 19 80
3 are similar, though the latter were larger. Since the mounting
strains were not large on these radial lines, the combined values of
Table 8 are not much greater than the values found on the hub. The
compressive strains on gage line R4 vary generally from 0.00095 to
0.00132, with one isolated value of 0.00161. The tensile strains on this
same gage line R4 (on any wheel) reach a maximum value of 0.00110.
Further study has been made of the effect of a combination of
Series 1, 2 and 3. Such a loading would be exceedingly severe as
compared to service conditions, and would undoubtedly stress the
axles far beyond the elastic limit (i.e. to bending strains in excess of
0.00196 to 0.00283, cf. Tables 5 and 7). The wheel strains due to this
combination are listed in Table 9. While the general distribution of
the strains is quite similar to that of Table 8, the major values are
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FIG. 22. COMPOSITE TENSION AND COMPRESSION STRESS-STRAIN
CURVES FOR CAST IRON OF WHEEL PLATES
somewhat higher. It is seen that the principal tensile hub strains range
generally from 0.0010 to 0.0014 on gage lines 1 and 2, while the radial
strains on gage line 4 reach 0.0012 to 0.0014 in both compression and
tension, with one notable combination reaching 0.0016.
27. Combined Stresses in Wheels.-For obvious reasons it has been
preferable to discus the behavior of the wheels under the several types
of loading in terms of the measured strains. With the variable stress-
strain relation that exists for cast iron, detailed analysis of the stresses
over a large number of gage lines does not appear profitable; how-
ever, with the summary of combined strains that is available in
Tables 8 and 9, at least an approximate translation of strain values
into wheel stresses becomes desirable.
The stress-strain curves of Fig. 3 have been combined to form a
single composite curve for cast iron in compression, and a similar one
for tension, as shown in Fig. 22. The variation of individual values
from these average curves, in the range of strains up to 0.002, is as
follows: 10 compression tests, maximum variation from mean, 12
per cent; average variation from mean, 7 per cent; 7 tension tests,
maximum variation from mean, 22 per cent, average variation from
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mean, 13.5 per cent. The probable variation must be considered in
applying the curves of Fig. 22 in the evaluation of wheel strains.
The process of determining the stresses in wheels from the meas-
ured strains is far more complex than finding the stress-strain relation
for a simple compression or tension member. The strain in the wheel
on any gage line is a function not only of the stress along that gage
line, but also of the stresses in the metal in other directions. For
instance, if stresses S,, S, and S. exist in the material in the directions
of three rectangular coirdinates, the strain e, in the direction of S, is,
wherein E is the modulus of elasticity and /A is Poisson's ratio for the
material. Unfortunately, for most of the gage lines on which strains
were measured the strains in the other two directions were not, or
could not be, measured. It is probable that the stresses and strains in
the direction parallel to the axle were small; also, the only case in
which both radial and circumferential stresses were simultaneously
large was that of the wheel hub under mounting loads. Thus the
measured circumferential strains on the hub are accompanied by cir-
cumferential tension and radial compression. If the compression, Sy,
is treated as positive and the tension, S,, as negative, it is evident from
the foregoing equation that they produce strains of the same sign.
The value of Poisson's ratio is approximately 0.25 for cast iron; if the
two stresses in the hub are assumed equal, and the stress in the third
1.25 S,direction is zero, it is evident that ., E , or the stress S, is only
four-fifths as great as that shown in Fig. 22 for the given strain e,. At
the other point of high measured strain, gage line R4 for wheels sub-
jected to vertical loads and flange thrusts, the high radial stress was
usually accompanied by a small circumferential stress, so that the
effect of the latter upon the radial strain was probably so small as to
be negligible, as compared to errors of observation.
Most of the measured strains were along an axis of principal stress,
such as an axis of symmetry as regards loading; this is particularly
true of the larger strains listed in Tables 8 and 9.
From the foregoing it is evident that the strain measurements can
be used in connection with the curves of Fig. 22 to furnish only a
rough estimate as to the magnitude of the important stresses in the
wheels under the different loadings. Referring to the strains discussed
in Section 26, it appears that a tensile hub strain of 0.001 may corres-
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pond to a stress of 12 000 to 15 000 lb. per sq. in. and a strain of
0.0014 to a stress of 14 000 to 17 500 lb. per sq. in. Stresses corre-
sponding to radial tensile strains on gage line 4 are probably close to
the upper limit of the range of stresses quoted (15 000 and 17 500,
respectively) while a radial compressive strain of 0.001 on gage line 4
will probably correspond to a stress reaching or exceeding 16 500 lb.
per sq. in., and the strain of 0.0014 likewise to a stress of 21 000 lb.
per sq. in.
Since strains of 0.0010 to 0.0014 represent the extreme values
found with the very severe combined loadings of Series 1, 2 and 3,
which are well in excess of any normal service conditions, it is evident
that even considering the most extreme variations in quality of metal
indicated by Fig. 3, the highest stresses in any of the wheels will prob-
ably not exceed 23 000 lb. per sq. in. in compression or 21 000 lb. per
sq. in. in tension. The great bulk of the strain readings would indicate
wheel stresses of less than half these values, under the same conditions
of loading.
VII. BREAKING STRENGTH OF WHEEL RIMS, SERIES 4
28. Object and Outline of Rim Tests.-In recent years excessive
breakage of wheel rims in service has been reported, particularly in
the cases of wheels having treads worn hollow from long use. It is evi-
dent that a hollow tread will allow the projecting rim to strike the
transverse rail of cross-overs, especially when the trackwork itself has
become worn, thus producing a high impact blow on the rim. This
often results in the breakage of wheels which would otherwise give a
fair amount of additional service. To increase the resistance of rims
and thus add to the useful life of the wheel, several devices were tried
out in this investigation, including thickening of the rim, moving the
wheel plate forward toward the face of the rim, and special heat
treatment of the wheel.
While it might seem desirable to study rim resistance under an
impact test, it would be difficult to reproduce service conditions in the
laboratory, and since comparative values are of major interest, it was
decided to test the rims under ordinary static loads. As indicated in
Table 1, the entire group of 22 wheels was tested to failure, after the
completion of the tests of Series 1, 2 and 3. Special features such as
brackets, thickened rims, new plate positions, and heat treatment of
wheels are noted in Table 1.
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FIG. 23. WHEELS AFTER TESTS WHICH PRODUCED RIM FAILURES
29. Arrangement and Procedure of Tests.-In these tests the wheels
mounted on an axle were placed with the axle journals resting on
special pedestals, as in Series 2 and 3. However, they were placed
with one wheel directly below the loading head of the testing machine
and only one wheel was tested at a time. Further, to relieve the
journals of most of the load, steel blocks were wedged into place
between the bottom tread of the wheel and the table of the testing
machine. Load was applied to the wheel through a section of the head
of a standard rail, which was placed directly over the outer one inch
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TABLE 10
SUMMARY OF BREAKING LOADS IN RIM TESTS, SERIES 4
Breaking Load on Rim
Wheel Wheel thousands of pounds
Designa- Weight DWhe tel of
tion lb.
1st 2nd 3rd Av.
A 650 ... * 278 254 266 A.R.A. Standard
BT 650 158 144 140 147 A.R.A. Standard
C 700 189 205 189 194 A.R.A. Standard
D 700 203 223 232 219 A.R.A. Standard
E 750 185 197 252 211 A.R.A. Standard
F 750 199 192 190 194 A.R.A. Standard
G 850 237 254 229 240 A.R.A. Standard
H 850 318 279 307 301 10 brackets
I 700 272 279 300 284 Thick rim
J 700 274 310 281 288 Special plate position
K 700 375 357 344 359 Hollow tread, heat treated
L 700 254 216 222 231 Hollow tread
M 700 230 298 170 233 A.R.A. Standard
N 750 244 232 264 247 Thick rim
O 750 230 374 230 245 10 brackets
P 750 215 224 229 223 A.R.A. Standards
Q 750 242 199 222 221 A.R.A. Standards
R 750 178 207 158 181 A.R.A. Standard, heat
treatedt
S 750 218 198 298 238 10 brackets
T 750 248 275 196 240 10 brackets, heat treatedt
U 700 211 177 218 202 A.R.A. Standard
V 850 214 241 314 256 10 brackets
*Part of load was applied on flange of wheel.
tin electric oven 7A hours at 1600 deg. F.
JWheel damaged in previous tests; plate cracked. See Section 31.
of the wheel rim. Since the rail head had a rounded edge, bearing on
the wheel was less than one inch from the edge of the rim.
Load was applied gradually until failure of the rim occurred. After
the first break, the load was again applied in succession to two more
points 120 deg. from the first on the periphery of the wheel. The
appearance of the wheels after test is shown in Fig. 23.
It may be noted that the break usually occurred in the outer inch
of the tread surface, but was inclined diagonally inward so as to pro-
duce a fractured area of from 20 to 30 sq. in. In most cases the rim
fragment did not break entirely away from the wheel at failure, but
hung on by a thin fin of metal near the junction of rim and wheel
plate.
A summary of the breaking loads for the three sections of each
wheel, listed in the order of testing, is given in Table 10.
30. Results of Tests of Rim Strength.-In the 22 wheels tested,
some of which came from different plants, there were undoubtedly
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TABLE 11
RELATIVE RIM STRENGTHS AND VARIATIONS IN WHEEL DESIGN, SERIES 4
Based on data from Tables 1 and 10
650-lb. Wheels
A 266 1.00 A.R.A. Std.
B 147* .... A.R.A. Std.
Average 266 ....
750-lb. Wheels
N 247 1.11 Thick rim
0 245 1.10 10 brackets
T 240 1.08 10 brackets
Heat treated
S 238 1.07 10 brackets
P 223 1.00 A.R.A. Std.
Q 221 1.00 A.R.A. Std.
E 211 0.95 A.R.A. Std.
F 194 0.86 A.R.A. Std.
R 181 0.81 Heat treated
Average 222
700-lb. Wheels
K 359 1.43 Hollow tread
J 288 1.15 Special plate
I 284 1.13 Thick rim
M 233 0.93 A.R.A. Std.
L 231 0.92 Hollow tread
D 219 0.87 A.R.A. Std.
U 202 0.80 A.R.A. Std.
C 194 0.77 A.R.A. Std.
Average 251
850-lb. Wheels
*Omitted from average (see Table 10).
differences in the composition of the iron used, in the depth of chill
produced, and in the heat treatment given the wheels. These factors
certainly affected the rim strength and cannot be disregarded; how-
ever, there is not sufficient information at hand on which to evaluate
them. The effects of other features of design such as thickness of rim
and special position of wheel plate are therefore probably masked by
the presence of these unknown factors in the test wheels, and the
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reliability of any conclusions to be drawn from the rim tests is thus
reduced.
In spite of this handicap, the data of Tables 1 and 10 have been
rearranged for convenient study in Table 11, wherein the wheels of
each weight have been arranged in relative order of their average
rim strengths. With this arrangement, the effects of the special design
features are seen to be rather outstanding. In the following compari-
sons, the results from wheel B have been disregarded, since the wheel
was cracked before the rim tests were made.
In Table 11, the relative rim strengths of the wheels of each weight
are expressed in terms of the average of that group. Wheels I and N,
with thickened rims, show relative strength ratios of 1.13 and 1.11
respectively. Wheel J, with the wheel plate moved forward toward the
face of the rim, shows a factor of 1.15. The 10-bracket wheels, H, O,
S and V, have respective strength factors of 1.13, 1.10, 1.07, and 0.96.
Wheels K and L, with hollow treads cast to simulate worn treads, give
erratic results, 1.43 and 0.92 respectively. The strength of wheel K is
the highest of the entire lot of 22 wheels; its high strength is prob-
ably connected with its heat treatment, described in Section 4.
Wheel T, with brackets, and wheel R, of standard design, were also
given special heat treatment, as noted in Table 10. The relative
strengths of 1.08 and 0.81 do not indicate that the treatment had any
particular effect on these tests. Of the remaining wheels of standard
A.R.A. design, none has a relative strength greater than the average
of its group, and the average relative strength of these wheels, A, C,
D, E, F, G, M, P, Q and U, is 0.91. Had this value been taken as the
basis of comparison, rather than the average of all wheels in each
group, the advantage of thickened rims, special plate position, and
brackets, would have been more striking. Compared with the standard
wheels, the relative strength of those with thickened rims was about
1.24, of the one with special plate position, 1.27, and of the group with
brackets, 1.17. As already noted these values may depend in part upon
the materials and foundry practice used with the various wheels,
nevertheless they give a very strong indication that a marked improve-
ment in rim strength can be secured by a simple modification in wheel
design.
31. Bearing Tests.-Following the tests of Series 3, and preceding
the rim tests of Series 4, a few special tests were made to examine the
bearing pressures which might exist between wheel and rail head. The
tread of the wheel is a portion of a cone, with a radius of 1612 in. at
the point of contact; the rail surface is an element of a cylinder of
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FIG. 24. LOADS AND AVERAGE BEARING PRESSURES BETWEEN WHEEL AND RAIL
14-in. radius. With the axis of the cone across that of the cylinder, it
is evident that high bearing stresses may be expected. The tests noted
here were too few to be of any significance as a scientific study of
bearing pressures and stresses, but may give a rough idea of the ability
of wheel and rail to resist such stresses.
In the tests, a section of the head of a standard A.R.E.A 130-lb.
rail, about 1%/ in. thick, was placed on a plane supporting surface,
and vertical load was applied to the top surface of the rail through a
chilled car wheel. Load was applied in increasing increments; after
each increment the wheel was raised and measurements of permanent
set (as indicated by variations from the original profile) were noted
for both wheel and rail. The area of contact at the various loads was
obtained by inserting between wheel and rail a sheet of brass shim
stock about 0.001 in. thick. The bearing area indicated on the brass
sheet was measured by the use of a planimeter.
Figure 24 shows values of the average bearing pressures, obtained
by dividing the applied load by the measured contact area. Of the
two curves shown, one represents the average of six tests, made on
wheels C, D, E, and F, at loads varying from 5000 to about 200 000
lb. The other represents three tests made on wheel B, at loads of
from 50 000 to about 400 000 lb. In all of these tests, a number of
rail sections were used; these were from the same or similar rails. The
curves of Fig. 24 show a rapid increase in bearing pressures as the
ver of T s wh WheelAverlayq of 3 7Tests wit' Wheel, B9
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FIG. 25. LOADS AND PERMANENT DEPRESSION IN RAIL SURFACE
load was increased to 100 000 lb., a little further increase up to a load
of 200 000 lb., and a constant bearing pressure at higher loads. As
will be seen from the permanent set measurements, this variation in
bearing pressures is evidently a function of the yielding of the metal
of the rail. At early loads, the bearing area was governed by the
elastic deformations of rail and wheel, but, as the load increased,
permanent deformations of the rail became prominent, and at loads
exceeding 200 000 Ib. a condition of plastic equilibrium was evidently
reached in the rail, whereby an increase in load was met by a propor-
tional increase in bearing area, thus maintaining the average bearing
pressure constant.
Permanent set was measured on both wheel and rail by means of an
Ames dial profilometer, which indicated the variation from the original
surface. It read directly to 0.001 in. and tenths of divisions were
estimated. Figure 25 shows typical profiles in longitudinal and lateral
directions. The limits of the bearing areas, as found by the brass
sheets, are also shown in the diagram. It may be noted that, at each
side of the depression, the metal has been raised above the original
level.
Readings of permanent set were measured on both wheel and rail
in the test of wheel B. In all cases the permanent set in the rail was
much greater than that in the wheel. At the lower loads the errors
of observation are large, as may be judged from the curves of Fig. 25.
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At the loads of 200 000 to 400 000 lb., the average values of perman-
ent depression of the rail were consistently about 5 times as great as
those in the wheel tread. This supports the foregoing statement
regarding the yielding of the rail at high loads. The greatest meas-
ured depression in the rail at a load of 400 000 lb. was about 0.02 in.;
that in the wheel tread, about 0.0035 in.
Obviously, there was little significance in the application of a load
of 400 000 lb. to wheel and rail, except as a study of extreme distor-
tions. Wheel B was loaded at three different points of its circum-
ference until cracks occurred at the junction of plate and rim at loads
of 400 000, 380 000 and 412 000 Ib., respectively. The average of the
three loads, 397 000 lb., is of interest in comparison with the strength
of wheels in the rim tests as given in Table 10. It may be noted that
wheel B, which was damaged in these bearing tests, showed very low
strength in the rim tests. This was taken into consideration in the
studies of rim strength.
VIII. CONCLUSION
32. General Discussion of Test Results.-To assist in evaluating
the results of the load-strain measurements of Series 1, 2, and 3, com-
parisons have been made with the results of the tests reported in 1922
in Bulletins 129 and 134.* These earlier tests, made on wheels of the
M.C.B. or Washburn and the Arch Plate types, included the effect
of mounting and of vertical loads. Flange pressure tests, however,
were reported for only one wheel, and the method of loading and the
intensity of the flange pressure are such that comparisons with the
present tests will not be attempted.
The mounting strains reported in Bulletin 129 were generally
larger than those of the current tests, probably because of the larger
mounting allowances used in the earlier tests. Thus, for two 725-lb.
M.C.B. wheels, Nos. 671237 and 671449, with respective mounting
allowances of 0.021 and 0.017 in., the circumferential mean tensile
strains in the hub reached values of 0.00222 and 0.00161. Compressive
radial strains on the outer faces of the wheels, near the junction of
inner and outer plates were 0.00127 and 0.00116. Neglecting com-
bined stress effects, these strains corresponded to simple stresses of
15 700 to 17 400 lb. per sq. in in tension, and 16 500 to 17 600 lb.
per sq. in. in compression. The iron of these wheels was not as stiff
as that in the wheels tested recently; for a strain of 0.0015 the com-
*Engineering Experiment Station, loc. cit.
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pressive stress was about 90 per cent, and the tensile stress about 85
per cent, of the corresponding stress found for the iron of the wheels
in the current tests.
In two 740-lb. arch plate wheels of Bulletin 129, Nos. 4474 and
4476, for which the respective mounting allowances were 0.024 and
0.023 in., the maximum mean circumferential strains in the hub were
0.00194 and 0.00168, respectively. The compressive radial strains in
these wheels reached values of 0.00084 and 0.00090. The simple stresses
corresponding to these strains were 16 000 to 16 800 lb. per sq. in. in
tension, and 13 000 to 13 700 in compression.
The effect of mounting allowance was further illustrated in Bulletin
129. In two 625-lb. M.C.B. wheels, having respective mounting allow-
ances of 0.009 and 0.020 in., the corresponding tensile hub strains were
0.00143 and 0.00217. Similarly, in two 725-1b. M.C.B. wheels, having
respective mounting allowances of 0.0095 and 0.0136 in., the corre-
sponding tensile hub strains were 0.00117 and 0.00157, respectively.
As indicated in Table 2, for the wheels of the present series, with
mounting allowances of from 0.008 to 0.010, the tensile hub strains
showed individual values of 0.0010 to 0.0014, while the average value
for any pair of wheels did not exceed 0.0012. The strain of 0.0012
corresponds to a stress in a simple tension member of 16 300 lb. per
sq. in.; the strain of 0.0014 to a stress of 17 500 lb. per sq. in. As
noted in Section 27, the actual stresses are undoubtedly less than these
values.
Considering next the effect of mounting loads combined with a
vertical load about four times the allowable design wheel load, values
of strains are available in Bulletin 129 for the first four wheels men-
tioned in this section. For the 725-lb. M.C.B. wheels No. 671237 and
671449, the strains due to the combined loading were but little greater
than for mounting alone, reaching tensile values of 0.00233 and 0.00164
respectively. Similarly, for the 740-lb. arch plate wheels, No. 4474
and 4476, the tensile strains due to the combined load were 0.00180
and 0.00200, as compared with values of 0.00194 and 0.00168 for
mounting alone. In the present series of tests, the tensile hub strains
added to the mounting strains by the application of vertical loads are
shown in Table 4 to vary from 0.00011 to 0.00032. Further, the aver-
age combined strain for any pair of wheels did not exceed 0.0013.
The foregoing comparison may be summarized as follows: The
mounting strains in both investigations comprised by far the greater
portion of the strain due to combined mounting and vertical loads.
Due to the relatively large mounting allowances used in the earlier
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tests, the mounting strains were much larger than in the 1934-36
tests; however, since the iron of the latter tests had a high secant
modulus of elasticity, the resulting tensile stresses in the two cases
did not differ greatly. The average tensile strength of the iron in the
1934-36 tests was about 3 per cent greater than that of the earlier
tests, if the test specimens and testing technique may be assumed to
be comparable.
Too little is known regarding the failure of cast iron subject to
combined stress to warrant any detailed conclusions regarding the
relative safety of the wheels in the two sets of tests. If the maximum
principal stress governs failure, the wheels of the recent series are at
least as far from failure under the given loading as those of the
earlier series; if maximum strain governs (and this condition seems
more probable than the former), the wheels of the 1934-36 series show
a very much greater margin of safety than those of the earlier tests.
33. Summary of Results.-Some of the principal results of the
tests may be summarized as follows:
(1) The metal of the wheel plates as indicated by tests of samples
cut from several of the wheels that had been tested in Series 1 to 4, was
similar to, but somewhat stiffer and stronger than, the metal of the
wheels tested in 1922 and reported in Bulletin 129. The tensile strength
ranged from 25 000 to 32 200 lb. per sq. in., with an average value of
28 300 lb. per sq. in. The initial modulus of elasticity was roughly
18 000 000 Ib. per sq. in.; the stress-strain curves for tension and
compression were identical for stresses below 11 000 lb. per sq. in.,
but above this point the compressive stress at a given strain was
considerably greater than the tensile stress.
(2) The tests of Series 1, in which each wheel was pressed on to an
axle, with a mounting allowance of 0.009 to 0.010 in., produced very
large circumferential tensile strains in and near the wheel hub. These
strains were generally about as great as any produced by the vertical
and horizontal loadings of Series 2 and 3. The circumferential strains
generally decreased as the distance from the hub increased. The
radial strains, measured in the wheel plate outside the hub were not
important.
(3) The application in Series 2 of vertical loads up to four times
the normal design wheel load produced rather large radial compres-
sive strains, especially on gage line R4 on the front plate just outside
the hub. Tensile strains due to this loading were small, not exceed-
ing 0.0004 on any of the wheels. The combined strains due to Series
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1 and 2 showed maximum values of circumferential tension in the
hub and radial compression in the wheel plate just outside the hub;
these values varied generally from 0.0010 to 0.0013.
(4) The loading of Series 3, with flange thrusts and vertical loads
equal, respectively, to two and one design wheel loads, was effective in
producing outstanding radial tensile strains in the front plate and
compressive strains in the back plate of the wheel, between the hub
and the flange where the thrust was applied. This stress is apparently
a bending stress, with the wheel plate acting as a vertical cantilever,
supported at the hub. The greatest combined strains due to Series 1
and 3 are those at the radial sections just mentioned, and the tensile
strains in the hub, with values commonly reaching 0.0011 to 0.0013.
(5) The effect of a combination of mounting, vertical loads, and
flange thrusts (see Table 9) as indicated by an algebraic summation
of separately measured strains was to produce a combined tensile
strain of from 0.0010 to 0.0014 in the hub, and radial strains in the
wheel plate reaching 0.0014 in tension and 0.0016 in compression.
(6) The measured strains have been used to estimate the magni-
tude of the corresponding stresses. Use has been made of average
stress-strain curves for simple tension and compression members,
giving attention to the variation between individual and average
stress-strain data, as well as to the relation between stresses and
strains in a material under combined stress. From this study it
appears that the values of tensile stress corresponding to the maxi-
mum combined strains mentioned in the preceding paragraph (4) range
from 15 000 to 17 500 lb. per sq. in.; similarly, the compressive
stresses may reach a maximum value of 21 000 lb. per sq. in. While
the stiffest test specimens might indicate an even higher stress for the
given maximum strain, it does not seem likely that the highest strains
would occur in conjunction with the wheels containing the stiffest
metal. Hence the stresses just mentioned represent the probable maxi-
mum values for the severe load combination considered, and the
majority of the strain readings do not indicate stresses of more than
half of these values.
(7) Two of the axles used under the flange thrust loading of Series
3 gave evidence of reaching the yield point of the steel; the others evi-
dently were approaching fairly close to the yield point. The combined
loading of Series 1, 2 and 3 considered in the two preceding para-
graphs would unquestionably have stressed the axles far beyond the
yield point.
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(8) The wheels of the four different weights tested seem to be of
fairly well balanced design, judging from their behavior when sub-
jected to loads which were a constant multiple of the design wheel
load. Some small but consistent variations were noted: they indicated
that the strains in the 650-lb. wheels were generally smaller than the
average for the group; that those in the 750- and 850-lb. wheels were
slightly greater than the average. None of the variations, however,
exceeded the range of variability to be found in the stress-strain
properties of the metal itself.
(9) The average static loads required to produce rim failure when
applied on the outer inch of the wheel tread varied from 181 000 to
359 000 lb. Neglecting variations in the constitution of the metal and
in the foundry practice used with the various wheels, there are fairly
definite indications of an increase of rim resistance produced by
thickening the rim a small amount, by moving the wheel plate forward
toward the rim, and by the use of brackets. A further evaluation of
the neglected variables in this group of tests would be desirable.
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